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MEM0PM OUM FOR: Robert A. Benedict, Senior Project Manager -

Light Water Reactors, Branch No. 2 1 &

Division of Project Management ~*
r
7* M ,I

FROM- Ralph 0. Meyer, Leader M -

Reactor Fuels Section % '~h(Core Performance Branch
Division of Systems Safety -

SUBJECT: SHIPPINGPORT LWSR EXTEliDED BURNUP h
..~

I have discussed Admiral Rickover's letter on continued operation of the
Light Water Breeder Reactor with members of the Fuels Section. We have

| identified six areas that ought to be considered in connection with extending
the fuel burnup:,

,

1. Fission Gas Release

2. Cladding Collapse

3. Pellet / Cladding Interaction

4. Fuel Rod Bowing

5. Crud Buildup

6. Clearance for axial growth

It is probable'that Bettis has already performed the evaluation we would
recomend, so our coments will be very brief.

1. Fission gas will accumulate at the higher burnups and contribute to the
internal rod pressure. Since the system pressure is simultaneously
being reduced, a check should be made to ensure that (hot) fuel rod pres-
sure does not get larger than the system pressure.

2. The earlier cladding collapse analysis gave marginal results for higher
burnups and should be reevaluated. The reduction of system pressure will
help here.

3. The increased accumulation of corrosive fission products and the relative
thin cladding will cause this fuel to be susceptible to PCI failure. Pcwer

.
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Robert A. Benedict -2-

changes should 'tharefo:e be g<m tle. We would reco:rrend on-line radiation
monitoring fce ircreese ! acti / ty (fuel failure.1) to this inforr3 tioni

Cob l' br: carre' Mad with du C' ;?r history to aid in PMt-Opera tion
diagnostics.

4 Fuel rod bowing increa as vi th M;raus and affects heat transfer correla-i

tions. This effect silaula be taken into account.

5. Crud buildup on the fuel could also affect heat transfer. Core pressure
drops and previous Shippin:rset experience should be able to indicate
any significance of this effect.

6. Irradiation growth of the fuel essembly must be acccmmodated.

,/') . .

r/ / / /(fat ,/R VI O l- 1
Ralph 0. Meye' , Leaderr

Reactor Fuels Section
Core Performance Branch
Division of Systems Safety

|
|
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ERC Ouestion #1

Fission gas will accumulate at the higher burnups and contribute to the internal-

rod pressure. Since the system pressure is simultaneously being reduced, a check
should be made to ensure that (hot) fuel rod pressure does not at larger than the
system pressure.4 ,

,

Bettis Response

J Criterion: Maintain fuel rod internal pressure below external system pressure.
i
2 Bases

''s A plenum is provided at the top of the fuel stack in each LWBR fuel rod for the"

purpose of accepting gases released from the fuel pellets without unacceptable
increase in rod internal gas pressure or reduction in fuel-cladding gap conduc-
tance. In addition, a large plenum volume provides space for a large volume of
helium fill gas which dilutes the fission and volatile gases released from the
fuel during irradiation, thereby minimizing the reduction of gas thermal conduc-
tivity.

.
.

j Assessment

The maximum design rod internal gas pressure at the worst case calculated plenum
temperature of 650 F has been calculated for the highest depleted fuel rod in
each region. Results are shown in Table 1. The calculational model accounts
for initial fill gas (helium), volatile gas release, helium produced by ternaryi

fission and fission sas release, all in a conservative manner. The calculated
internal pressures are much lower than the system pressure at any time in life.
This is the result of the rod plenum space having been designed to avoid high
internal pressures during normal operation. The fuel elements are not pre-

pressurized, and fission gas release is low because of the low fuel operating2

temperature and because of the low power level.

TABLE I

Calculated Internal Rod Gas Pressure Compared to System Pressure - PSIA
~

i

Calculated Gas Pressure . System Pressure
.

Region 18,000 EFPH 24,000 EFFH 18,000 EFPH 24,000 EFPH
l

; Seed 429 565 1815 1615

PF Blan.<et 202 230 1815 1615

'

Blanket 173 195 1815 1615
'

Reflector 189 200 1815 1615
_

_

1

---
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NRC Quastion #2

The earlier cladding collapse analysis gave. marginal results for higher
burnups and should be reevaluated. The reduction of system pressure will

help here.

Bettis Response

Criterion: Cladding integrity is maintained. ,

Bases

Large deformation potentially can occur et uneupported lengths of
blanket and reflector rod cladding (non-free-standing cladding) which may*

be created by relative pellet axial movement within the fuel rude. Gaps
were observed to occur primarily in the out-of-flux plenum regions of

'N LWBR irradiation test fuel roda. With much lesser probability, they can
occur within the fuel rod stack. In the SAR assessment, LWBR fuel rod
cladding collapse performance was evaluated ueing the BUSHL analysis

- procedura (Reference 1). This procedure was used to calculate critical
lengths for short tube collapse as a function of fast fluence and tem-
peratures. These results were used to develop comparisons between maxi-
mum calculated gap between pellets along the rod length and critical gap
tength for collapse for the fuel rod with highest fluences in each of
the three blanket regions. Recults indicated that no collapses were

1expected.

Cladding deformation over axial gaps is presently analyzed using a much
improved procedure baced on the ACCEPT computer progrca (Reference 2)
which was not available for the SAR assessments. ACCEPT differs from
BUSHL in that it .alculates progressive deformation of the cladding
over axial gaps and accounts for

(a) Progresoive axial gap growth due to fuel densification and fuel
cladding axial extension.

(b) Pellet-to-cladding radial clearances.

(c) Foundation deformation (pellet shrinkage and ovalling).

(d) Incremental, time dependent cladding deformation, vice
plastic stability calculations performed in the bUSHL program

,

using perturbation analysis and icochror.ous stress-strain '

curves to account for creep.

Time to collapse is calculated using ACCEPT vith input parameters fitted I
Iconeervatively to predict both out-of-pile and in-pile test data. The

procedure includes the projected reductions in primary system pressure,
temperature and reactor power.

|

| . .

.
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NRC Question #2 (continued)

Assessment

*
Plenum Axial Gaps

Cladding deformation over the worst case plenum gap for the standard blanket fuel
rod experiencing the highest fluence and assuming worst case conditions (geometry,
material creep, etc.) has been calculated using the ACCEPT analysis procedure.
With the planned power, pressure, temperature history, a collapse time in excess
of 24,000 EFPH is predicted for the limiting fuel rod worst case conditions.

's Analysis of this behavior to 30,000 EFPH is now in progress.

In-Flux Axial Gaps
,

i

Formation of axial gaps within the fuel rod stack of blanket rods is expected to
be a low probability event since formation of such axial gaps requires pellet
h.ngup. Only 2.4% of the representativd LUBR irradiation test rods were found
te have formed axial gaps within their fuel stacks. In each of these, the gaps
between any two pellets were only a fraction of the total available gap when
summed over the total length of the rod.

Cladding stability over axial gaps in the fuel stack of blanket rods has been
evaluated statistically. Deformation of cladding over within-stack axial gaps
was analyzed on several bases. On a best estimate basis (i.e., assuming best
estimate material and geometry parameters), peak ovality of the most limitingi

blanket rod was predicted to be only 9 mils after 24,000 EFPH operation. On
a probabilistic basis considering statistical variation of relevant parameters,
the collapse fraction after 24,000 EFPH was predicted to be 0.0003 (about 2 out
of 6815 blanket rods). Analysis of this behavior to 30,000 EFPH is now in
progress.

Effects of Pressure Reduction

The planned sequence of system pressure reductions, from 2000 psia at beginning-of-
life to 1615 psia for operation beyond 18,000 EFPH has a strong effect on reducing
cladding deformation due to the highly non-linear effect of stress upon creep rate
(about 605 reduction due to fourth power stress dependancy). Cladding creep rates
are decreased further by reduced temperatures and core power later in life.

References

1. A. L. Thurman, "BUSHL - A Computer Program for the Inelastic Buckling of Shell:
of Resolution Under External Pressure and Axial Compression," WAPD-TM-890,
October 1970. -

2. D. N. Hutura,*3. E. Wianko, " ACCEPT: A Three-Dimensional Finite Element Progr-
~

- for Large Defonnation Elastic-Plastic Creep Analysis of Pressurized Tubes. '
WAPD-TM-1383, March 1980

i

-
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The increased accuraulation ..f carru ive ficcion productu and the relative
thin cladding will cauce thia fuel t , be uucceptible t PCI falaure.
P wcr ch:uigee cheuld tuef ef re he c.:ntj e. W w,uld ree n:r.end .n-line

radiativn msnit rint: for increaued activity (ruel failureu) a this.

infc,r::.aticn could be correlIted with the p Aer history L s aid in p;st-
cperati. n diactuutice.

,

Bet,tiu tr..ononce

Criteri : Avoid plastic instabilit/ and halegen ctreue torrociott
cracking of fuel rod claudind.

,

.

..

%
_

Pssen

Up-poacr transient capability of Illlth fuel rouc is spee;I!cd in tern,a
af allow:.ble operating condit. ions whi < h will av.iid d:Jna caused
pcllet-eladdinc int,eraction (PCI). The PCI ce teri.n i. , e f ined t ',
cladding atrecs levels which have bein an,,wn in teat e::; . tence t
lead to Tucl rod d:enace frurn either' . tco u; e, v r" a b. n e .1:y- r . > - : t,

inatabit.t,y. St.rera corrvct>n cracking la tin t uniting neeva r.
rinstmal p ver increaceu wit.hin the ran.;u er ali uitble ept : ting p t "
levels. Thiu mechanin:n bi correa more Jicniricant with exiendeu tireLime
as the fidaien-prutueed iodine, beli.v;d to LA the e.>rr :ive agent,
accucida teJ in the fuel rods. Pinatie instability is the limiting
concern in the evaluaticn of :verpsws.r transie:_ts and beeumes more
significant uith extended lifetire sperations in Lh7dt ainee the peak
overp ...we r level increaucu, e l adding t.nickneau .3 redneea by wear, and
r >d-to-r .d cc ntac t resultittg in relat.ively hig- locat etndding tempur-
aturce bec..mes rn;re licely.

Ar cen ~vn F
;

Puel rod damage r,y PCI in avoided in I,dh!( ruel ecd 3 by restricticna
in operat ing pawer ruaneuvers and on t,'te m ran, c..ty ,j nt lavel. The
acucus: < nt of fuel rud capiniLity to athatatni ip-p tier ranecient;
wi t,hau t lYl d:unage hau inc lude d the : 11. wing ,'. . e t. J uh u h L:ec. me
elrtiifIc:a.t hith extend.:d L i t'e t ifne .

(a) Increaced averp4 wer levela. M.erm a the peat cvurp wer level
which tr.uat be sh.An t be- icceptatile was 123;5 t 10,000 FSPH
and 1hs t. 16,000 EFPH, tue pea.: overp-wer leYel which must
be sh w;n t. . be acceptable is increased t. ij5.G to 21,NO EPP.i
and t. 1yd tc. 24,000 E!'PH in asucusine PCI J ind.ta ti, ns.

1

1

.

h

-e

1
1
1

!
|

|
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Rod-to-rod contact. is rad b m.nc daereaces *dth extended life-
' ~

-

;

j time, the clearance between reda decreases such that e.ntact r
*

close proxir.ity may occur. The upper b ,und analysia :: crat, , .

cace fuel rado assu::ca cantnet after 1d,0C0 EFPH. The .reau t ti ng'

,
, ,

higher cladding temperatures ana : dditi .nC correci:n buildup at
3

,
the evntact location: are inelwlod in the up-p',wer trancient

'
accccernents. Rsd-to- rod centae: la di ~ac;cd further in a

'

subsequent :,ccticn.

It has b en chewn using the ca: e c.r.avevative analyaiu proced.we uced ,

'

in the SAR acceccment that the extended lifetSe operating plan 1.:4 .

. .h acceptable for up-power transient e;neerns and will not lead to fael'

I rod damage by either PCI mechanism, .:trece corrosion cracking (SCC)
or plactic inctability. Although streca limits for SCC decline with
increasing lifetime due to higher 1,Mine ruleaue and patentially higher
cladding temperatures, the planned power reductivna certrict petd:
atresses below design ihm'.ta with mart;inc equal ta or dreater than the
margins prior to 18,000 EFPH.

Trradiatien testing of reference fuel rnda ha included up-pwcr
.

transiente. In additien to the tectc deceribed in Secticn 4.2.1 cf ~

the SAR, additional up-power trancient teste were performed subae-

| quent,1y at higher depletien levels. Tu.; seed reference rada experi-
| enced overpvwer transients of appruxl:ntely I'7vj at depletion lev, le
' cloce to 10 x 1020 ficciens/cc. No fuel rod da.~ age resulted even

thcugh predicted stresses exceeded decirn limita. Tnroe blanket ref-
erence r:ds experienced overpswers. M of thece ruda experienced
overpcwer transientu of 129A and 140%, recpectively, without cladding
damage. The third test rod experienend claddir.g strescee exceedi 4 the
l'4R ctroce corrosion cracking strec:t Ibru.ca during a 15/5 overp uer

i transient and suffered cladding damare riu expected.

The overpower experience and depicti n levels if the irradiation test
rods inv:;lved in the up-power trannient teats are cu:rnurized in Tatle
2. Although the peak depletion levela at 2h,000 EPPH have nct been
bounded by the test rud dupletion levelu, the test . Level. are cen-

; cidered cufficient to provide meaninct'ai "hooke on the :atalycia pr. -
cedure. The resultu of these tentn tutvo been u.:ed in supp;rt f ine
stress corrosion cracking de.;ign limita and hrsve enabled the specifi-

j' cation of plant operating gui.dullnra which will ma'intain fuel red
; integrity under up-power t.rancient " ,ndit terns.
1

.

Coolant Activity Manitnrine

11r Inyed n, utet n m, ni turing L.; dann -se lug ~n 1ino equipneri and rce N.ed
'

n strip +:irta. This equipt.ent in tiocurit ed in Chapter 9, fee *,1. n
9.J.'i, f the ,UAR.4

-
~.

4

4
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To detect fuel failurea c.u,lant cataplea are tid.en ab. ut twice a week
during pA cr operativn. These axnples are analycod f.r variouc

-
-

f.ssion pr. duct isotopes with craph tais on cruco iodine, I-131 and*

-13.3 An increased nic.ber of crepics are taken dring a:nnc1c.a,I -

operation. In addition, about cix t.:a.T.ples are taken J.a iAC each '

startup as the reactor attaina varl>ua power levels.
.
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TABTR 2.

L' ail Tvr:)diati:.n T,vit Rnrfc in ifn-Puar Trnnai. nt T. ntint-
.

Overp ater Fuel
Tranciertt Depletiori TestTect Rad (d (1n?0 r/c,.) nanuit

Seed He:ference Roda
N

79-621
173 10.4 L defect79-630 167 99 110 defee t

L'**BR Ceed Rod Peak Depletien e.t
24.''. 2?PH 12.0

Blanket fieference Roda

'(9-!//S 129 5.1 No .teree L*/9 16'/4 il o 2. '/ N defectl

10b 5.$ W de' ee tJ
1)lt 09 Ho defect79-$37
157 23 Der <.etea

1,hhh Blard.et. Ld Peak Depletion at
24,000 F.FPH 56

]

.

s
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flRC Question d4 '

Fuel rod bowing increases with burnup and affects heat transfer correlations..

This effect should be taken into account.4

j Bettis Response
,

Criterion: Bowing minimized to assure that heat transfer is adequate and cladding
temperature does not exceed limits.

Bases

Rod bowing sufficient to cause lccal close proximity or contact between rods can
result in local hot spots on the cladding surfaces and can restrict coolant fica,

s
3

1 in the channel between the bowed rods. The design basis is to minimize rod
bowing (and other effects which can result in reduced rod-rod clearance, e.g.,
cladding wear, diameter shrinkage) so that any potential contacts do not cause
unacceptable thermal / hydraulic performance and do not result in cladding tem-
peratures at the point of contact which exceed limits based on cladding strength
and corrosion resistance. .

Rod bowing behavior is sensitive to fuel element design parameters, to power level
and operating environment, to grid systen design, and to local fuel-cladding inter-
actions. The fuel element design parameters contributing to bowing are cladding
wall thickness eccentricity and overall helical variations (wave-length), initial
rod straightness, fuel pellet configuration (fuel pellet dish, chamfer and endface
non-perpendicularity), fuel-cladding gap size, and plenum spring force. Grid
system design parameters contributing to rod bowing are grid spring force, align-
ment and nonperpendicularity of dimple contacts in the seed.

Assessment

As discussed in Section 4.2.1 of the SAR, fuel element and grid design parametersi

| were specified to minimize rod bowing. In addition, seed and blanket fuel rods
were selectively located in grid cells such that the rod-grid interaction con-
figurations resulted in reduced bowing potential and/or increased initial rod-

! rod clearance. However, extended lifetime operation beyond 18,000 EFPH may result
in reduced rod-rod clearances due to increased bowing and due to increased cladding
wear and rod diameter shrinkage at grid contacts. On a worst case basis, rod-rod
contact in both the seed and blanket is calculated to occur prior to 30,000 EFPH.
Although the calculated number of occurrences is small, it has been conservatively '

assumed that rod-rod contact occurs at 18,000 EFPH at the most limiting seed and
blanket locations. The power reductions (and the pressure reductions) specified j
for operation beyond 16,000 EFPH assure that thermal / hydraulic performance is j
acceptable and that cladding temperatures at contact points do not exceed limits. l

.

.

m.

Q # * **H +4M e+ 4, , mm. sq, e,

_ _ _ _ _ , . , . . - + = e- 7"' *"
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NRC Question 04 (continued) .

The cladding teeperature at rod-rod contact points has been calculated
using a procedure developed since the SAR was written based on compari-
son to irradiation testa of rods in contact for periodo up to 20,000
hours of irradiation end to out-of-pile tests in which the cladding ''

temperature was directly measured. These toot results indicate that' -
.

although in the vorst cace location accelerated oxide corrosion occurs
at the reduced power and pressure during beyond 18,000 EPPH operation
no more than 1 mil of corrosion would be expected. The clevated teeper-

atures at rod contact points result in reduction of cladding strength, :

and this ef fect has been included in anneamacnt of fuel rod perforcance-

during overpower transients and for otress corrosion crackin3 In

addition, out-of-pile flow teets which included rods intentionally .

'N bowed to contact indicate that tracting wear at rod-rod contact -

locations is acceptably can11.
-.

The condition of rods touching 1 cads to a concern for reduced CHF
capability. Rods touching heat tecusfer tecto performed by Battic and
elsewhere (e.g., see P.cference 1) have shown CHF degradations for rods ,

touching varying fras zero to greater thcn 30% dependine, on fluid ..

conditions. These data show that at the LWB CHF limiting condition
(relatively low flux cnd high cuchnipy) there io no poucr pensity. At
the high flur. Iow enthalpy region, which in thn point where CHF pouct
penaltics have been censured, clad temperatures at the touching point
can be above thoce under norcal heat transfer conditions. The Bettic
rods touching data has been used to defino cladding temperatures and
the onset of CHF in the event of rods touching. In addition, the
allowances for those effects which reduce hot subchannel flow area along
the entire length of the fuct region (i.e., rod bow, grid pitch and fuel ,

rod ovality, ohrinkage, and wear) have |
been increased for beyond 18,000 EFPil analycos. A power penalty of )
approximately 171 is being used to account for these effects. The in-

,

creased hot channel factore and reductione in core power, plant average l

temperature and precoure for oporation beyond 18,000 EFPH provide the ;
necessary margin to ensure acceptable fuel element perfornance under

]rods touching conditions. :

i

Reference

1. ASME Publication 77-HT-91, August 1977.

.

.
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NRC Questien 45 ,

Crud buildup on the fuel could also affect heet transfer. Core preneure
drops and previous Shippingport experience chould be abic to indicate
any significance of this effect.

.

Bettis Responce
,

Criteria: The effect of CRUD deposition muet be included in thernal
*

performance evaluations.
"

'

Basis -

,

.

* During the latter half of PETR Core 2 Seed 1 operation and during FU.".
Core 2 Seed 2 operation when pH u:a maintained cc 10.2 ^ 0.1 ucing ,-

'
,

ammonia cheatistry, as is similarly opecified for LUBR, the inotrtna.ted
'*s PWR-2 fuel acecabites choved a etcblo long-tera flou condition within

the 12 percent accuracy of the flou inotrc2entation. Data froa pun

operations form's part of the basis for the docign CRUD nodel cud for
the specification of LUBR primary coolant chemistry control.

Assessment

The PVR Core 2 experience tends to cupport c.9trepolction of the current
LUBR flow base for extended operatica; that 10, no radical flou c'..crce
due to crud deposition is anticipcted. !!ecourements tchen to date ca
LUBR show that the teed and b1cnhet ficue ha/c decreacen b; "- r:c: tcly*

2% while core pressure drop has conc up apprc::iuntcly L2. "m fic r
decrease has been fairly steady uith lifetics c.nd is equal to a rate of

~

flow decrease of it por year. Continued conitorin3 of LUrR c=ed cnd
binnhet flouratec and core precouro drop precid:2 a cenfir: atica thc
core thermal nod hydraulic perfornence capchi.fity la not decreded by
crud deposition beyond that provided by the crud alleuan:cc incorporcted
in the LUBR extended lifo performance analysia. The 57 preferecti-1
crud factor employed for octting operating linito thus far vill continue
to be used for extended operations.

.

.
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MPC Q..o :ti n Sri

Irradiation creuth of the 1*uel ance mi,1y :nu.it be accc: ant , dated.

5 ttle lionn7nce

A. Fuel Tt da '

-

Cri teri n : Rad elcugation limited t , prevent interfcrence with
baseplate.

.

Unora

A limit ic placed on the Allowable maxica= r. d elongat t n fsr the U.Si
fuel r as to encare that there la n > rud-to-La :eplate i:.ter:'erenx .rl,.''
that :.s unacceptable fl,w-induced r,d v1Leation will accur.

,

Anccenefnt

The elmcatiens of the L'410 fuel rods were calculated n ..rct c:a e

decicn Lucia using an analysis pracedcre ina rpcrating the CYGril "
ecmputer pr:gra:n which has coen qualified ts the mencured el ngati :.3
of test r~.d3 in the U.TR irradiatian test pr.ar:ca.

Listed in Tatle 3 are the iraximum calculated elcncaticna of ti.e U Et
fuel ruus at 18,000 and 24,000 EFFli. The table also lists the
acaociated minimura rod-to-baseplate clearances and the free end rod
overhanc increases at the celected EPPH valuca.

Recults indicate no rods interfere '.rith the baceplate thrauidi 24,000
EFPH. The calculated overhang incroaces at the free enJ crid.1 are
catisfactory also cince such ovechttngs have been included in fic,'.;
tests with no indicatica of unuuual fluu-indu.:ed vibrati:n sr acccl-
erated e tadding wear due to length increases . f thcae ::n.;nituden.

B. Fuel As serr.bli e s

Criteri : N: axial interference between modules or m, dale st.m tube;
and the batt m plate struettava in pomitted.

Panes

The criterien of no axial interference ia inv.ked,because celurrn 13adind
of these inodules could induce tranceerce deflceti :n c,f the in..dule.: in
a colunn buckling : node. In this aay module t , insdule clearances c:uld
be reduced, ac well au INel rod ta f tel rud e:tenrances.

Anne nem. -t

Tald e II itidientes the 1:tr,*e !aarglu t' r elearan. e t,nal e;.ic le jn ||ch 'ti
for a:;in! len,.:th chance >f Lho t/ari un ::e <!u le type , du r u., M ,' u n : is! 1M ,

)of oper t is:a. I^,r inutance, n:n ;;..; the need m .tu b . tn. . .ea t on:

, - . - - - - . . . . . - -
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length increase is .537" as contrasted with a minimum beginning of life
clearance of 2.090". The worst case length increase model conservatively
includes maximum creep and growth materials properties and also conserva-
tively assumes that grid spring forces never relax. This imposes the
maximum axial tensile stress in the shell and post retaining structure and
hence the axial extension rate at an unrealistic maximum.
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i Sar r. 2 rv .f W rnt Care Fi, r1 El n< tti n nilcul ati na *

'

Calculated Calculated Calculated
Eloncation Red-to-L' ineplate Rod h ee-End Overhang
(i n,1..c) Clearan" (i r.n!.o c ) Tner zo (inch w)

Seo 1

1r.:. 1 519 400 1.410.

26,v , 1.751 138 1.622.

Recular Ittanket

15 . C ' '' 1.2h2 1.7f!8 1.142
7 .; 1.407 1.y[6 f . Tr'l

'

Po.rer Platte n i n. In vu:.4

,u 1.190 1.bh0 1.090
2i,0C0 1 3d2 1.c61 1.269

Bo t'1 ..' t * e

18,000 517 1.h75 .455h,ccu 599 1 397 533
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B:a1 Acr,-- bly Ize.~% Inc rence nn ! Axi 11 C' earance nt 6h ,000 EITF
,

* .

*
,

t
.

.

Wrat Caso Pest Eati: rate Minin=: A;dal

lencth Tru:ronr.o 1,wth In 2 r. i so Clenrance at A'L

,

Seed 537 330 2.090"
N

B1uJ J'.e t, 343 .225 2 901"

Reflect r .144 .107 .637"
-
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Question

What inservice inspections are being evaluated and planned for late in life
conditions (post 24,000 EFPH)?

Answer
,

An inservice inspection program was performed for the Shippingport Plant prior
to LWBR core operations. As noted in the SAR, the requirements of Section XI
of the 1974 edition of the ASME Code were utilized as a guide in selecting items
for the inservice inspection program. There were no indications found which
required repair as a result of the Shippingport inservice inspection progran.

's Bettis is presently developing an inservice inspection program for post 24,000
EFPH. This program will include a sampling of the welds inspected prior to
LWBR initial criticality to verify there is no degracation of these welds;
welds of each size used in the plant (these will include welds exposed to
thermal transients such as the pressurizer surge line); branch connections off
main coolant loops; a sampling of welds previously inspected for pipe whip and
dissimilar metal welds; a sampling of coolant loop welds not isolable from th,e
vessel. i; addition, specific hydrostat'ic and visual examinations will be
perfonned.
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